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An introduction to the entanglement lab



Your Task

• Generate entangled photon pairs and couple them into 

polarization maintaining fibers

• Analyse the entangled photons by violating the CHSH 

inequality

• Additional measurements optional: g(2)(0), HOM...



Intended Learning Outcomes

After the lab students should be able to:

• Operate basic optic setups and identify optical 

components and their purpose.

• Perform correlation measurements using an entangled 

photon pair source.

• Analyze and interpret measurement data, visualize results 

and clearly communicate them. 
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Theoretical Background

• Brief reminder of entanglement

• Difference between classical correlation 

and entanglement

• Entangled photon pair sources

• Bell’s and CHSH inequality



Entanglement

Entanglement

“I would not call that ‘one’ but rather ‘the’ 

characteristic trait of quantum mechanics, the one 

that enforces its  entire departure from classical 

lines of thought.” – E. Schrödinger

“In an entangled state, neither particle has 

definite properties alone. All information is 

(nonlocally) stored in the joint properties.” 

– P. Kwiat

Generation of entangled photons

• Parametric down-conversion process

• Workhorse of quantum optics

• BUT:Thermal photon statistics

P. Kwiat et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 4337 (1995)



Entanglement

• Classical systems can be 

correlated in any set of mutually 

commuting observables
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• Quantum systems can show 

correlation in non-commuting 

observables
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Entangled Photon Pairs

Quantum state tomography

D. F. V. James, P. G. Kwiat, W. J. Munro, and 

A.G. White, Phys. Rev. A 64, 052312 (2001)



Fidelity Approximation

• Instead of measuring the full density matrix to characterize your quantum state one can 

estimate the degree of entanglement

• Measure the fidelity of the emitted entangled state to a maximally entangled Bell state. It tells 

you how close your generated state is to a given maximally entangled state.

• If you have strong correlations in 2 orthogonal bases, you already know that your emitted state 

is entangled but no idea how strongly entangled the state is.

• Another option is to perform a Bell test, giving a measure of the degree of entanglement.



Dresden

(2018)

Linz

(2018)

K.D. Jöns et al., Sci. Rep. 7, 1700 (2017)

Entangled Photon Pair Sources



Bell’s Inequality and CHSH

Local realism test:

To test local hidden-variable theories

 No local hidden-variable theory can reproduce all of the statistical predictions of 

quantum mechanics’

 Demonstrates incompatibility of local realism and quantum mechanics

J.F. Clauser, M.A. Horne, A. Shimony, and R.A. Holt, 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 23, 880 (1969)



Setup

Qutools’ quED - entanglement demonstrator

1. Optical setup including SPDC source 

and analyzing optics

2. Controller with touch screen

3. Avalanche photodiode to detect single 

photons



Setup: SPDC Source



Setup: Type I SPDC Source

P. Kwiat, http://research.physics.illinois.edu/QI/Photonics/research/



Laser Safety

• Do not look at the laser beam and avoid stray light

• Never put your eyes on laser beam height for alignment

• Remove any reflective objectives (rings, watch, 

necklace,…) when operating a laser

• Always switch off laser when working in beam path

• Clear communication with team members is key to 

avoid risks



Laser Operation

• Avoid any back-reflection into the aperture of the laser 

head

• Never connect or disconnect the cable between the 

quCR control unit and the source

• Do not increase laser current over specified maximum

• Make sure to always turn off the laser diode (red push 

button) prior to turning off the controller with the key 

switch

• Sensitive to electrostatic discharge



Setup: Optics



Setup: Alignment – Beam walk



Setup: Beam path



Setup: Fibers

• Do not touch fiber end with anything

• Do not bend fibers too much (keep radius >10cm)



Setup: Controller



Safety Instructions



Setup: Avalanche Photodiodes

Working principle

By Kirnehkrib – Own Works, CC BY-SA 3.0 

• To detect single-photons the APD is 

operated in the Geiger mode

• Operated above breakout voltage  

• Multiplication in the order of 10^8



Safety Instructions

• Avoid excessive light exposure (>5MHz)

• Reduce background light detections for better signal to noise ratio



Setup: GUI

• quLD: Laser diode driver module to set 

laser parameters and operate the laser

• quCNT: counter module displaying the 

measured counts on the detectors, 

setting parameters



Interface: quLD

• Laser module controller

• Current sets the number of pump 

photons impinging on the BBO

• PiP: opens pop-up



Interface: quCNT

• Shows the counts from the APDs (0,1,2) 

• Calculates automatically the 

coincidences between 2 detectors

• Crucial parameter for measurements is 

the coincidence count rate not singles.



Interface: quCNT

• Can display traces of counts for 

alignment and characterization

• Record polarization dependent 

coincidences by hand



Experiment

• Please read the Manuel before your lab starts!

• Try to be as independent as possible (learning 

by doing).

BUT:

• Think first and then try out.

• If in doubt of damaging the equipment ask 

before trying something out.



Analysis
• Measure correlation in different polarization bases (at least 2)

• Estimate visibility V:

• Use Gaussian error propagation:

• Measure full polarization dependent correlation curves in 2 

orthogonal bases and fit the data to precisely determine of the 

visibility.

• Investigate the emitted Bell state of your source and prepare in 

total 2 different ones.



The CHSH Experiment



Analysis
• Measure correlation in different non-orthogonal 

polarization bases to violate CHSH inequality.

• Use E values to calculate CHSH inequality and 

compare to the classical limit.

• Perform error analysis and reduce statistical error by 

longer integration time.

and



Summary: Experimental Tasks and Questions

1. Measure the visibility V=(C(0,0)-C(90,0))/(C(0,0)+C(90,0)) How high is it? Where could errors in the

measurement arise?

2. Take correlation curves. Set one polarizer to 0 degrees and rotate the other one from zero to 90

degrees in 5 degree steps and record the coincidences for each of the steps. Repeat this for the 1st

polarizer set to 45 degrees. How do the single counts behave while rotating the polarizer?

3. Identify the Bell states. Record the number of coincidences for the following settings of the

polarizers. 0,0; 0,90; 90,0; 90,90 (HV-basis) and 45,45; -45,45; 45,-45; -45,-45 (AD-basis). Repeat this

for the waveplate in laser setup flipped by 180 degrees. Which Bell state are you preparing in each

case?

4. Violate the CHSH-inequality. In the controller press the middle button until you end up at the

CHSH-menu where you can do 16 different measurements. Record coincidences for the 16 different

polarizer combinations, by tapping the panel after setting the polarizers. If you cannot reach a value

with the polarizer, add or subtract 180 degrees, this will do the same. - and + correspond to -45

degrees and +45 degrees



The Report

• Short bachelor thesis with similar structure (in English, 

reasonable font, max 10pages)
• Introduction

• Theoretical Background

• Experimental Setup

• Results and Discussion

• Conclusion / Outlook

• Theoretical background should not exceed ~ 1/3 of pages

• Include error analysis

• Report will be first peer-reviewed with written feedback




